RISK ASSESSMENT WITH SYMANTEC DLP
Is your confidential information at risk?
A shifting global threat landscape around the monetization of personal information has made data loss
top-of-mind for organizations. Conventional security at the perimeter isn’t enough, nor does it address
normal data flows in and out of the company network. It’s all about protecting key information within
the larger repositories of data. The faster you overcome the challenge of identifying where sensitive
or valuable information is stored, and how it’s being used, the sooner you can implement controls and
adjust processes to continue business with reduced risk.
ITS can help give you true visibility with a DLP Risk Assessment to monitor the network, endpoints
and storage locations for violations in policy, or expose broken business processes. At the end of the
assessment, you will have a better understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who is transmitting confidential information outside the organization?
What data types are at risk?
What data flows are responsible for the most serious incidents?
What business or security processes need updating?
What regulations or policies are being violated?
Could process automation improve security or enable business?
How does your risk posture compare to industry?

DLP Risk Assessment Phases:
Phase 1 – Discovery and Requirement Gathering

Our experts work with you to determine requirements and priorities, considering your business
drivers and needs. We’ll establish the right number of targets and duration for the proper level of
sampling to represent key areas of exposure.

Phase 2 - Assessment Commences

An appliance will be delivered to your location, and our consultant will work with you to get on the
network; modules will be deployed to agreed-to endpoints and identified storage locations. Outof-the-box and custom policies help us evaluate against the right criteria: your criteria.

Phase 3 – Data and Network Monitoring

Now, we wait… but still pay attention to incidents and day-to-day findings. If we identify simple
broken processes, we’ll help you evaluate them and take action!

Phase 4 – Executive Review of Findings

Our team will collect reports and wipe the appliance clean of your company’s data. We’ll collaborate with the staff and stakeholders involved with the actual assessment, to evaluate the reports
and prepare results. We’ll reconvene onsite for a meeting, to review the key findings with the
executives and other stakeholders.

Industry Quick Facts

$194

The average cost
per record for a data
breach in the US.

CEOs say they are under
cyber attacks daily.

60%

51%

Employees circumvent security
measures through mobile devices

94%

Healthcare Organizations have
had a breach of one or more records
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